Cape Town Convention Academic Project – 4th Conference  
8th and 9th September 2015  
Mathematical Institute, Andrew Wiles Building, Radcliffe Observatory Site, Oxford

PROGRAMME

Tuesday 8th September

10.30am Delegate registration and coffee

11am **Update on UK ratification**

Session chair: Jeffrey Wool (Universities of Washington and Oxford, Aviation Working Group)

Presenters: Hayley Gowen (UK Department for Business, Innovation & Skills), Robert Ferris (UK Civil Aviation Authority), Sir Roy Goode (University of Oxford)

1pm Buffet lunch

2.15pm **Legal opinion, standard and practices and the CTC**

Session chair: Sir Roy Goode (University of Oxford)

Presenters: Phil Durham (Holland & Knight), Ken Basch (Basch & Rameh Consultore)

Commentator: John Pritchard (Holland & Knight)

3.45pm Tea
4pm  **Relationship between articles 14 and 54(2) and local procedural law**

Session chair: Sir Roy Goode (University of Oxford)

Presenters: Jeffrey Wool (Universities of Washington and Oxford, Aviation Working Group), Donald Gray (Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP)

Commentators: Ali Uysal (Turkish Airlines), Khaled Asfour (Ali Sharif Zu’bi Advocates & Legal Consultants)

5.30pm  **E-registry project update**

Session chair: Sir Roy Goode (University of Oxford)

Presenters: Rob Cowan (Aviareto Limited), Thomas Traschler (University of Oxford)

*Opportunity to book into accommodation*

6.15pm  Drinks, followed by dinner (7.15) at Harris Manchester College

Presenter: Oren Sussman (University of Oxford)

**Wednesday 9th September**

9.00am  Coffee

9.30am  **Public and private features of the CTC**

Session chair: Jeffrey Wool (Universities of Washington and Oxford, Aviation Working Group)

Presenter: Ludwig Weber (ICAO)

Commentator: Brian Havel (DePaul University, University of Oxford)

11am  Coffee

11.15am  **Basic principles of, and economic consideration relating to, draft mining, agriculture and construction protocol**

Session chair: Jeffrey Wool (Universities of Washington and Oxford, Aviation Working Group)

Presenter: Henry Gabriel (Elon University)

Commentator: Charles Mooney (University of Pennsylvania)

1pm  Buffet lunch
2pm  **CTC and international sanctions**
Session chair: Jeffrey Wool (Universities of Washington and Oxford, Aviation Working Group)
Presenter: David Fennelly (Trinity College, Dublin)
Commentator: Antonios Tzanakopoulos (University of Oxford)

3.30pm  Tea

3.45pm  **Relations between the CTC and Geneva Convention of 1948**
Session chair: Jeffrey Wool (Universities of Washington and Oxford, Aviation Working Group)
Presenter: Donal Hanley (Aviation Capital Group)
Commentator: Morten Jakobsen (Gorrissen Federspiel)

5.15pm  Closing remarks

**More information and registration:**
http://www.law.ox.ac.uk/event=13809

---

**Conference Sponsors**

- Clifford Chance
- Kaye Scholer LLP
- ABOGADOS SIERRA Y VAZQUEZ
- BLAKES
- Holland & Knight

**Cape Town Convention Academic Project**
Facilitating the study of the Convention on International Interests in Mobile Equipment

Joint Auspices:
Database/ Resource Materials
and Cape Town Convention Journal

**Founding Sponsor**

AWG